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History calls and it's understandable, with the chaos going on in the world, many will be forced to be out there to fight in the physical, either for moral reasons, or for necessities.

This revolution of peoples is only just beginning now. This is only the very very beginning of this, and how much it's going to drag forward it's not clear. Because of this, there may be chaos.

Brothers and Sisters in the United States have already seen much of this, France, Greece, Italy, get to live much of this as is. Of course, the world being so big, not every place will be equally affected.

Financially, human rights wise, freedom wise, and politically, the situation is heating up. The enemy knows this, and they know they will be at the center of that.

Currently, at this time, Saturn in Aquarius is being brutal. Jupiter is soon heading out of Aquarius, and will enter Pisces. For the next years, violations of freedoms [and also battle for these] will escalate and possibly turn in many places into bloodshed.

The enemy, is conversing about closing down the Internet. Why? Because the Internet [WWW] was their tombstone. Not everyone used this opportunity to look at gender studies on kikebook. People learned too much. We are here, and we exist on this place. You see this message physically, it's not astral.

Typical abuse of the enemy and these planets, is overuse of the law to ruin the masses. It's reaching the point where telling people to fuck off if they are Muslims is going to get you in a jail. So be really careful. Don't you see what happened to many people who were protesting? Be smart.

Of course, these things will happen, and for change to happen, they WILL HAVE to happen by many different factions of people worldwide, under any government, and beyond even the ideological spectrum. This war is against Humanity.
Sorry to say also but these "force for vaccination", "digital IDs" and all that shit, knocking people's doors over because they went to a protest, all these are to be expected. Yeah all for a virus that has like 0.02% death rate or another one that Billy <3 may throw or something. The enemy is rabid and they want to promote their agenda now and not later.

They are trying to steal Western Civilization and the planet in front of our very eyes or make it all raze to the ground.

Biden is however straight on his instructed course, on his policies on Iran, Iraq, Middle East all of a sudden...He decided on Purim, the major Jewish Holiday, to start a bombing spree on the behalf of Israel yet again. He's onto some real negative stuff here.

I recently read also the details of Biden's Stimulus plan. It doesn't get more obvious. He is feeding the greedy pigs again once more. While Biden will allocate about 1 billion in massive brainwashing and pay all the big corporations which are already sitting on the last Stimulus Bill checks hefty amount such as 12 billion, money will be given once and only on conditions for the masses. The bailouts for the pigs however will probably indefinitely continue.

A clash between people worldwide and their governments is not only necessary, but cannot be avoided. Things may turn physical on many levels and the time where people only spoke theoretically about these matters is looking further and further away. We're living it for more than a year now. The enemy has set up everything for this.

Everyone here must try to avoid the personal damage for obvious reasons. Regardless, since people come from different paths, and some can be of any profession, everyone now needs to take measures to protect themselves.

In regards to movements, such as the Trump movement, or even leftist factions, all of these are going to a random direction based on the Rituals that cannot be always predicted. In other words, do not tie onto ideologies of the enemy, and expect anything to come out of it.

For those "On the ground", please keep some basic rules in mind:

Safety first, be effective always, and keep it legal. For those with families and kids, it is your mission to now build protection around yourselves if you are confronted with issues.
The Rituals are working and everything is going as it would, with major reactions to the enemy already. But this is bound to continue, as chaos, unrest, and poverty will escalate - all of these created by the enemy. People know what is going on, worldwide.

The enemy has never been more exposed, part of this exposure coming from blatant attacks on the political and obvious levels rather than solely on a conspiratorial one. They can't go back to lying or hiding now. It has to be forward at all costs for them, and they are running out of time.

Now, people are activating and deploying in order to resist this impending doom. And there will be chaos of ranging extent between countries. Riots will be seen, chaos and unrest will follow, and the possibility of wars is not unlikely either, as the enemy is at an all time high of fear and exposure.

The enemy is clearly not going to fold, pull back, or do anything to calm the rage of people. We are seeing in front of us a kosher manifestation that is being fought by our energies, in a battle not seen ever before spiritually like that. They want a total major clash to take place, hoping they gamble and win it against humanity.

To those who have to do things, be blessed, stay strong, cleave close to the Gods, and DO NOT engage in stupid things. Look at the bigger picture.

We have to win this, not just express rage like many others will. Our rage has to be expressed in a victorious, final, and unequivocal crashing of the enemy that is of historic proportions.

Stay strong, attain physical mastery, and do not waste energy pointlessly. Remain focused, meditate, and don't let your life go to nothing. Also, do not listen to prophets of doom that have nothing to solve for you. We knew about this already for years and years.

There is no need to panic for those who are with the Gods and do their duties. They "WILL* look out for our own.

Our Rituals have fucked the enemy over. They don't know what to do, left and right. It has never been worse at them. As such, they are on the dying spree. But it is already too late as HPS Maxine has reiterated for how this is going to end for them.

Soon, they may also begin a losing war or something similar, to where people will want to chase them down the streets. We may see things that are very hard to
believe. We no longer live in "Normalcy" and we are no longer in 2015 or something.

Jews have been evacuating Europe, hiding in the United States, and leaving their Nations to go as far as Costa Rica during these times. They are scared shitless because all of this chaos is their doing. Much of this, they are already reaping of what they sowed in their own country of Israel. It's going to get worse as they continue.

Soon we will have another spiritual warfare schedule that will go really hard on the enemy. The time for peace is over. They want to kill everyone, raze down our civilization, and destroy it in a non-bound feat of hatred against Gentiles.

They want to destroy our civilization, extinct us, and reform us into a jewish technocratic dystopia where humans are reduced to nothing. People are getting what is going on from different levels, and different heights of understanding. We just know more of the full picture. So, we can't be stupid or be one sided.

Our Gods and Satan and it doesn't matter what people think about this. They will evoke the forces of people in such strange and weird ways, that the enemy will be battered from all sides with nowhere to hide. This situation may be scary for many, but it's necessary.

You'll see the force of Satan manifesting from all sides now, in ranging extents. At this point with the enemy's collapse, the defeat of the enemy will come from all sides, even sides that the enemy traditionally considered "Their faithful goyim".

Don't be shocked when you listen to maybe the Democrats saying some shit like "Oy vey, we got to topple Biden because he's doing war at Israel", Democrats staging a coup against Biden, or if you see cops and military going against Biden, or if you see Communists even suddenly going "the jews must end", or if you see Christians and other traditionally enemy factions working as if we are controlling them with a remote controller saying all the contrary things to xianity.

It is not only the enemy that is going to collapse. But it will all get erased. Of course, it may be "gradual", but it will happen. People will be our little elves left and right doing the right thing in every place.

We have opened the Gates of Satan and what is going to happen is beyond understanding of the mere mind.
These are the first manifesting stages of the enemy's collapse, and there is a long way to go. The Gods are in and the details don't concern them. They are going for war and nothing can stop that. The enemy has gone too far.

Pretty soon, jews will be throwing jews under the bus to survive, politically, socially, financially. They will bow to Satan and ask for forgiveness even if this means destroying their own. Nothing is going to stop this impending force from manifesting itself. It is already too late.

In regards to the jews, with all the criminal energy returned at them, and all the rituals, it may come from just about any side, in the most unexpected ways.

HAIL SATAN!!!

HAIL VICTORY!!!
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